The present paper considers the ground state ferromagnetic ordering in narrow-band models with strongly correlated electrons, in particular, in a single-band generalized Hubbard model with correlated hopping and interatomic exchange interaction, as well as in a double orbitally degenerate Hubbard model with correlated hopping. The effective Hamiltonians of these models are treated by means of variants of generalized Hartree-Fock approximations, in which the quasi-particle energy spectra are obtained. The ground state energy, critical electron concentration and magnetization are calculated for some types of density of states. The mechanisms of ferromagnetic ordering stability in the narrow-band materials are discussed.
Introduction
The interest to the Hubbard model [1] and its generalizations has been resumed lately due to the intensive studies of the electrical and the magnetic properties of the materials with narrow energy bands.
The issue of the origin of ferromagnetism in the narrow-band materials still remains open, despite a great number of papers devoted to it (for review see [2, 3] ).
The most favorable situation for ferromagnetism is observed in the Hubbard model with a partially filled band and intra-atomic Coulomb repulsion energy U → ∞. The extension of Nagaoka's result [4] to the case of finite number of holes (electrons) in the framework of various approximations leads to the conclusion that ferromagnetic solution in the Hubbard model is possible in some concentration region [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . A considerable peculiarity of the results obtained in papers [6] [7] [8] , similar in the ideology to the paper [5] , is the presence in the single-particle energy spectrum of a spin-dependent shift of the band centers, which is responsible for the ferromagnetism stabilization. In fact, this is the "only" distinction [11] of the cited approximations from Hubbard-I approximation. The shape of the density of states essentially effects the ferromagnetism stability. This fact is emphasized in [8] , as well as in papers [12, 13] .
At the same time, in a number of papers the question of ferromagnetic solution in the Hubbard model is disputed. It is generally agreed that in the Hubbard model the ferromagnetic ordering is not realized in the case of small electron concentration n 1 (the gas limit) [14] . The extension of Nagaoka's theorem to the case of a system with a finite number of holes is not trivial whereas the thermodynamic limit for half-filling does not exist. It should be also noted that approximations [1, 5, 16, 17] (and the above cited papers which follow the ideology of Roth) for the case of MottHubbard insulator do not provide the Curie law for magnetic susceptibility [18] . At n = 1 and U → ∞ the electrons are localized on the lattice sites and the equation for the magnetization should take the mean-field form, which can be obtained only if the unrealistic condition w/zJ → 0 is satisfied. The absence of ferromagnetic solution has been also indicated in [15] , where the calculation of magnetic susceptibility in the random phase approximation has been done.
Although there are arguments that corroborate the existence of ferromagnetism in the Hubbard model, this problem requires further studies. In addition, it has been repeatedly emphasized [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , that a consistent analysis of the correlation effects in the narrow bands should be carried out in the framework of generalized Hubbard model. Other matrix elements of electron-electron interactions, in particular, an inter-atomic exchange interaction [19, 12, [25] [26] [27] and correlated hopping [28, 29] have to be taken into account at the investigation of ferromagnetic ordering in the narrow band materials.
It can be noted that the extension of the narrow band model to the case of a system with orbital degeneracy, which takes place in the transition metal compounds, can provide the additional mechanisms of ferromagnetism stabilization. At the same time, the majority of the results in the case of degenerated band (see for example [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] ) are devoted only to a "standard" generalization of the degenerate Hubbard model. Besides, taking into account the correlated hopping essentially enriches the properties of the model (see [36] [37] [38] ).
In this paper, the consideration of ferromagnetism in narrow bands in the case of strong electron-electron correlations is based on the variants of generalized HartreeFock approximation [24] . In the framework of this approach, in particular, the investigation of the metal-to-insulator transition at half-filling have been recently carried out [39] . In this case the obtained energy spectrum reproduces exact atomic and band limits, provides the correct behavior of the ground state energy, energy gap and polar states concentration. At the basis of these results, some peculiarities of narrow band materials have been interpreted.
The aim of this paper is to study the condition of ferromagnetism stabilization in the case of strong Coulomb correlations in generalized narrow-band models, which reflect some properties of real systems. In particular, the peculiarities of the models studied lie in accounting for the non-diagonal matrix elements of electron-electron interaction (correlated hopping and interatomic exchange interaction), as well as for the orbital degeneracy of the band.
Ferromagnetism in the single-band model

The effective Hamiltonian of generalized single-band model
In the case of strong Coulomb correlations we use a perturbation theory (in accordance with the method described in [40, 41] ), that lead [42] to effective Hamiltonian (EH) of the Mott-Hubbard metallic magnet (in the representation of Xoperators [16] ):
Here, µ is the chemical potential,
are the hopping integrals in the lower Hubbard subband (hole subband) and upper Hubbard subband (doublon subband) respectively, J(ij) is the integral of direct inter-atomic exchange,J(ij) = 2(t ij (n)) 2 /U is the integral of indirect (through the polar states) exchange, t ij (n) = t ij (1 − τ 1 n − τ 2 ) is the hopping integral between the lower and upper Hubbard subbands. For convenience, the parameters of correlated hopping τ 1 = T 1 (ij)/|t ij | and τ 2 = T 2 (ij)/|t ij | are introduced. Here, t ij is the band hopping integral for the nearest neighbors i and j, T 1 (ij) and T 2 (ij) are the integrals of correlated hopping of first type (it depends on the occupancy of the neighboring sites which are not involved in the hopping process) and second type (in such a hopping of electrons, doubly occupied lattice cites are involved) respectively.
It is worth-while to note that the small perturbation parameter at the obtaining of EH (1) is t ij (n)/U , which reduces the condition of transition to the EH in comparison to the Hubbard model, where the parameter is t ij /U . The distinctions of the obtained EH (1) from generalized forms of t − J-models [17, 40, 43] are, firstly, concentration dependence of hopping integrals in lower and upper Hubbard subbands and non-equivalence of these integrals due to the correlated hopping being taken into account (i.e., the absence of electron-hole asymmetry; this fact has been also emphasized in [44] ); secondly, unusual form (due to concentration dependence of hopping integral) of the indirect exchange integral. Although the EH (1) is very cumbersome, the mathematical treatment of the EH is essentially simplified and the interpretation of the results is clear from the viewpoint of physics.
The single-particle Green function and energy spectrum
We introduce the retarded Green function G pp (E) = X 0σ p |X σ0 p and write the equation of motion in the case n < 1 when the processes with doublons can be neglected:
(in this case the exchange interaction is taken into account within the mean-field approximation, z is the number of nearest neighbor sites, J eff = J −J). Similarly to [24, 41] , we apply the variant of generalized Hartree-Fock approach. To obtain a self-consistent equation for the Green function in accordance with the projection procedure we assume that
where σ (pj) is non-operator expression. After anticommutation of equation (3) with X σ0 k we obtain:
(4) Then, equation (2) can be rewritten in the form:
The non-operator expressions σ (pj), σ p can be obtained in the following way: the averages with quasi-bose operators are replaced by c-numbers (in this connection see our paper [42] ), and to obtain the averages with quasi-fermi operators, the procedure of self-consistent calculation (using corresponding Green functions) is applied.
Here, we introduce the notations
and after Fourier transformation of equation (5) we obtain the equation for Green function
where single-particle energy spectrum E σ k has the form
Here, the coefficient of correlation band-narrowing is
and the correlation shift of the band center is
n σ is the concentration of electrons with spin σ, and the expressions
are used (the sum goes according to the nearest neighbors to a site). We note that in distinction to the variant of projection method applied in [24] , where in order to obtain β σ the c-numbers representation has been used, in this work a spin-dependent correlation shift of the band center will be calculated self-consistently. The shape of bare density of states strongly effects the form of β σ , which may essentially modify the condition of ferromagnetism stabilization in the model. Analogously, in the case n > 1 for Green functionG
where energy spectrum of the upper subband has the form
hereα andβ are rewritten in the following waỹ
The obtained energy spectra (8) and (12) possess considerable peculiarities. Firstly, there is a correlation narrowing of the band, which is dependent on band-filling. Besides, the widths of subbands are non-equivalent due to the correlated hopping of electrons. Secondly, there is a spin-dependent correlation shift β σ of subband center (the importance of similar subband shifts have also been emphasized in references [11, 45] ), which leads (see below) to the stabilization of ferromagnetic ordering.
The ground state energy and magnetization
Let us calculate the ground state energy of the system described by EH (1) in the case of n < 1. Like in [5, 6] we use the expression for the ground state energy (per lattice site) in the form (15) and concentration of electrons with spin σ
is spectral density of the Green function.
In the case of simple forms of bare density of states (DOS), in particular, rectangular and semi-elliptical DOS, we have obtained an analytical expression for the ground state energy and concentration of electrons with spin σ. The calculation results show that in the ground state of single-band Hubbard model at U → ∞ and rectangular DOS there is a degeneracy of the paramagnetic and saturated ferromagnetic states. To attain ferromagnetic ordering, the effective exchange parameter zJ eff > 0 is necessary. Accordingly, in the case of rectangular DOS, the direct interatomic exchange interaction J which provides the ferromagnetic character of the effective exchange turns out to be a key parameter for ferromagnetism. Another situation is realized in the case of semi-elliptical DOS: at some critical concentration the saturated ferromagnetic state is realized (even without the exchange interaction). At the presence of zJ eff /w > 0 the stability of ferromagnetic state rises (see figure 1 ) forasmuch as the difference ∆E FM 0 /N w between the energy of the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic ground states increases. It is shown that the saturated ferromagnetic state at n = 0.59 is realized while using semi-elliptical DOS in the case of infinite-U Hubbard model. zJ eff /w > 0 being taken into account leads to the decrease of critical concentration at which ferromagnetism occurs.
The effect of correlated hopping on the stability of ferromagnetic ordering is illustrated in figure 2 (for the case of semi-elliptical DOS). In the absence of effective exchange, ferromagnetic ordering is realized due to spin-dependent shifts of the subband center but the correlated hopping leads to the narrowing of the band and hereby suppresses the "translational" mechanism of ferromagnetism. The difference between the energies of paramagnetic and ferromagnetic states is reduced. At the same time, the reduction of ∆E FM 0 /N w at the presence of an effective exchange leads to the occurrence of spontaneous magnetization at a lower electron concentration in comparison to the case of the system without correlated hopping. Therefore, at zJ eff /w > 0 in the system where the correlated hopping is taken into account, the region of electron concentration with ferromagnetic ordering is slightly extended (see figure 2) . Besides, in the case n > 1, the second type of correlated hopping (due to the occupancy of lattice sites involved in the hopping process) appears. This, firstly, destabilizes the "translational" tendency to the ferromagnetism yet more (this fact may provide the absence of ferromagnetic ordering if there is no exchange interaction in the system). Secondly, in the presence of an effective exchange zJ eff /w > 0 the magnetization curve is asymmetrical and the ferromagnetic region in the case n > 1 is wider in comparison with the case n < 1 ( figure 3) .
Concentration dependence of magnetization at T = 0 obtained by the minimization of ground state energy is illustrated in figure 3 . We note that the concentration region most favorable for ferromagnetism is located around half-filling. At the same time, it is known that at n = 1 in the "standard" Hubbard model, the antiferromagnetic ordering is realized. In the model studied the competition of various types of magnetic ordering is described by the parameter of effective exchange J eff . In our article we investigate only ferromagnetic situation when J eff > 0 (although if 2t 2 /U > J then in the system the indirect anti-ferromagnetic exchange dominates, but this case is beyond the scope of this paper).
We note that the shape of non-interacting DOS (which corresponds to some lattice structure) substantially effects the critical electron concentration at which ferromagnetic ordering occurs as well as the electron concentration at which magnetic moment becomes saturated. By the numerical calculations of the ground state energy at the base of expression (15) and the subsequent minimization we have investigated the condition of ferromagnetism stabilization for various DOS. In particular, the numerical analysis has been carried out for DOS that corresponds to the simple cubic lattice [47] 
(here A = 0.10108, B = 0.12807, C = 0.02); for DOS that corresponds to the body-centered cubic lattice [48] 
as well as for the DOS with the peak near the band-edge [12] 
with free parameter c = (1 + √ 1 − a 2 )/(πw). Changing the asymmetry parameter a, one can obtain both the semi-elliptical DOS (a = 0) and the DOS with the peak near the band-edge (a → 1).
The results of numerical calculations (in the infinite-U Hubbard model in order to compare with the results of other authors) of critical electron concentration are presented in table 1. The obtained concentration dependencies of magnetization for the above mentioned DOS are illustrated in figure 4 . Our results agree with the well 
Density of states
Appearance Saturation of magnetization of magnetization simple cubic n 1 = 0.36 n 2 = 0.62 lattice, sc (curve 2, figure 4) body centered cubic n 1 = 0.55 n 2 = 0.64 lattice, bcc (curve 3, figure 4) asymmetrical DOS a = 0.3 (curve 4, figure 4) n 1 = 0.20 n 2 = 0.31 a = 0.5 (curve 5, figure 4) n 1 = 0.09 n 2 = 0.15 known result for sc-lattice obtained by Roth [5] : at n 1 = 0.36 the ferromagnetic ordering occurs, and at n 2 = 0.63 the magnetic moment saturates. Similarly to the ideology of Roth the spectral density approximation (SDA) gives, in the case of sc-lattice, the following results: spontaneous magnetization occurs at n 1 = 0.34 and at n 2 = 0.68, ferromagnetic ordering reaches the saturation. In the case of bcclattice: the critical concentrations are n 1 = 0.52 and n 2 = 0.68, respectively. The Gutzwiller variational function method [9] gives only the critical concentration of saturated ferromagnetic state n 2 = 0.68 for sc-and bcc-lattices. Our results also agree with the results obtained using the expansion of one-particle Green functions by the coordination number [10] . It is worth-while to note that in the case of strong electron correlation and halffilled band (when the shifts of subband center vanish) the ferromagnetic ordering is stabilized only due to the interatomic exchange interaction (independently of the DOS used). Accordingly, the direct interatomic exchange in the single-band model being taken into account is very important.
Ferromagnetism in the double orbitally degenerate band
The effective Hamiltonian of the generalized double orbitally degenerate narrow-band model
Let us obtain the EH of the generalized double orbitally degenerate model using the canonical transformation of general Hamiltonian in the X kl γi representation (see [36] ). In the case of strong Coulomb interaction (U |t ij |) and strong Hund's coupling (the energy of intra-atomic Coulomb interaction of electrons with different spin projections at different orbitals U and intra-atomic exchange interaction of electrons with the same spin projection at different orbitals J 0 have the same order, U U − J 0 ) at n < 2 one can neglect the states with the number of electrons greater than two and non-Hund's doubly occupied states. Generalizing the approach used in the previous section for the single-band model we use the perturbation ex-pansion in the parameter t (n)/(U − J 0 ). In this case, γσ − 0 and σσ − γσ-subbands (here γ = α, β indicates the orbital) are separated by the energy gap and hence the EH of generalized double orbitally degenerate Hubbard model with correlated hopping has the form:
where
In the Hamiltonian (20) besides the atomic and the hopping terms one can distinguish the termH ex which describes the indirect exchange interaction (kinetic super-exchange) as well as the term H tr−ex that describes the indirect hopping. Similarly to the single-band case, the obtained EH has some peculiarities: the hopping processes in the lower and upper bands are non-equivalent (due to the correlated hopping being taken into account). At the same time, the effective exchange has the ferromagnetic character (in distinction from non-degenerate band) and stabilizes (see in the next section) the ferromagnetic ordering.
The single-particle Green function and energy spectrum
Let us write the model Hamiltonian of Mott-Hubbard narrow-band ferromagnet with orbital degeneracy (without the processes of indirect hopping which play here the secondary role). Such an approach makes it possible to investigate the effect of electron and doublon hopping as well as of the effective exchange interaction of electrons on the ferromagnetism stabilization.
In the case n < 1 one can consider only lower αγ − 0 and βγ − 0-subbands (such a situation takes place in the compound Fe 1−x Co x S 2 while changing the cobalt concentration). We write the equation of motion for the Green function G γσ pp (E) = X 0,γσ p |X γσ,0 p (n < 1, the processes with double occupied states are neglected):
(the exchange interaction is taken into account in the mean-field approximation).
Similarly to the case of single-band model for obtaining a self-consistent equation we assume
here σ γ (pj) is the non-operator expression. After anticomutation of equation (22) with X γσ,0 k we have:
According to (23) the equation (21) has the form:
In [36] , the connection between the Hubbard operators and Shubin-Wonsovsky configuration operators was established. For simplicity we assume that γ-andγ-orbitals are equivalent (n γσ = nγ σ = n σ ), and replace in expression (23) quasi-bose averages by the c-numbers
Xγσ ,γσ j = n σ nσ, (25) while the averages of quasi-fermi operators will be calculated self-consistently, hereby postulating the non-operator character of σ γ (pj), σ γ (p). We use the notations
and after Fourier transformation (24) we have the Green function in the form
where the single-particle energy spectrum of (0
Here, the band-narrowing due to electron correlation is
and correlated spin-dependent shift of the subband center is
where n σ is the electron concentration with spin σ at γ orbital; we assume the equality of orbitals, thus
Similarly to the case of non-degenerate band, the spin-dependent shift of the subband center will be calculated self-consistently and its form is strongly effected by the shape of non-interacting density of states.
In the case n > 1, the doublon Green function has the form
where the single-particle energy spectrum is
Here, the narrowing of the upper (γσ − σσ)-subband is
and the shift of the upper subband center is
the concentration of electrons with spin σ and the concentration of Hund's states are as follows:
The comparison of the expression for the band-narrowing coefficients and the shifts of the subband centers in the cases n < 1 and n > 1 shows that even in the "standard" degenerate Hubbard model (t(n) =t(n) = t) the electron-hole asymmetry with respect to n = 1 is realized. The correlated hopping being taken into account is another factor that enhances this tendency.
The ground state energy and magnetization
To obtain of the ground state energy (per lattice site) we generalize the expressions (15) and (16) to the case of orbitally degenerate model:
The concentration of electrons with spin σ at the orbital γ is
is spectral density of the Green function. Using the rectangular and semi-elliptical DOS we analytically obtain the system of expressions for the ground state energy (both for the case n < 1 and for n > 1). The results of ground state energy calculations show that the ground state of the double orbitally degenerate Hubbard model is ferromagnetic in the whole region of electron concentration even in the case of rectangular DOS. The ferromagnetic type effective exchange interaction enforces the stability of ferromagnetism (its role is most important in the case of n = 1), see figure 5 (for example the semi-elliptical DOS is used). Similarly to the case of single-band model, the correlated hopping suppresses the "translational" mechanisms of the ferromagnetic ordering, thus reducing the energy difference between the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic states ( figure 6 ). In the case of semi-elliptical DOS, the saturated ferromagnetic state is realized only in some concentration region. Even if zJ eff /w) = 0 at the electron concentration n 1 = 0.28, the transition from paramagnetic to ferromagnetic state with non-saturated magnetic moment occurs. If the electron concentration reaches the value n 2 = 0.35 then the saturated ferromagnetic state is realized (see figure 5) . The increase of an effective exchange interaction extends the region with ferromagnetic ordering. We emphasize that in the case of degenerate model the shape of DOS essentially effects the critical concentration n at which the ferromagnetic ordering appears ( figure 7) . At the base of ground state energy calculation (37) and its following minimization we have studied the effect of the DOS type on the ferromagnetism stability condition. In particular, numerical calculations were performed in the case of rectangular, semi-elliptical DOS, the DOS with asymmetry on the band edge [12] as well as the DOS of simple cubic [47] and body centered cubic [48] 
Density of states
Appearance Saturation of magnetization of magnetization semi-elliptical DOS n 1 = 0.28 n 2 = 0.35 (curve 4, figure 8) simple cubic n 1 = 0.39 n 2 = 0.47 lattice, sc (curve 2, figure 8) body centered cubic n 1 = 0.47 n 2 = 0.56 lattice, bcc (curve 3, figure 8) asymmetrical DOS a = 0.3 (curve 5, figure 8 )
lattices. The results of these calculations (for the "standard" degenerate Hubbard model with strong correlations) are presented in table 2 and in figure 8 (note that these results for such a model have been obtained for the first time).
Discussion and conclusions
In the present paper the single-particle energy spectra are obtained in the framework of generalized Hartree-Fock approximation [24] by treating the effective Hamiltonians of generalized narrow-band models (in the case of strong electron correlation). This approach has been recently approved while investigating the metal-toinsulator transition at half-filling [39] (in this case the obtained energy spectrum reproduces exact atomic and band limits, provides the correct behavior of the ground state energy, energy gap and polar states concentration; at the basis of these results, some peculiarities of narrow band materials have been interpreted).
The obtained results show that ferromagnetic ordering can be stabilized by the "translational" mechanism, in particular, due to the peculiarities of the singleparticle energy spectrum (we can observe the correlation narrowing of the subband and spin-dependent shifts of subband center). The ferromagnetic indirect exchange can also stabilize the magnetic ordering and is essential at half-filling of the band.
In the case of single-band model and rectangular DOS the direct inter-atomic exchange interaction is the key parameter for the saturated ferromagnetic ordering in the systems with strong correlations. In the framework of the proposed approach we have studied the effect of the shape of the DOS on the condition of ferromagnetism stability. In particular, we have calculated the ground state energy, magnetization, as well as the critical electron concentration at which the ferromagnetic ordering occurs and the magnetic moment saturates. Our results are in agreement with the results of other authors. Besides, our approach makes it possible to solve the problem of correct transition to the case of half-filled Mott-Hubbard ferromagnet, which takes place in some approximations [11] .
We emphasize that in the case of strong electron correlations and half-filled single band, the ferromagnetic ordering is stabilized only via direct inter-atomic exchange interaction at the arbitrary non-interacting DOS.
The correlated hopping leads to the narrowing of the band and hereby the "translational" mechanism of ferromagnetism stabilization is suppressed at n close to halffilling. At the same time, if the zJ eff /w > 0, the region of ferromagnetic ordering in the systems with correlated hopping is wider (forasmuch as the difference between the energies of paramagnetic and ferromagnetic states is reduced and the exchange interaction effect is greater) than in the "standard" Hubbard model and magnetization curve has an asymmetrical character (due to correlated hopping).
In the case of double orbitally degenerate model with strong Hund's coupling it is shown that already rectangular DOS provides the ferromagnetic ordering due to correlation narrowing of the subband and spin-dependent shifts of subband center. The effective exchange of ferromagnetic type enforces this ferromagnetic tendency. In this paper we obtain critical concentrations for the degenerate system (for some types of the DOS) at which the magnetic moment arises and reaches saturation.
We want to emphasize the essential peculiarities of the results for a degenerate model. Firstly, the indirect (kinetic) exchange favors the ferromagnetism (at the same time one can take into account the direct inter-atomic interaction which stabilizes the ferromagnetism as well). Secondly, we can observe the above mentioned "translational" stabilization of ferromagnetism which can dominate at small electron concentrations. This last result is interesting in connection with the fact that in the ferromagnetic compounds Fe 1−x Co x S 2 and Co 1−x Ni x S 2 [49] , where the partially filled double orbitally degenerate e g -band is realized, the magnetization remains at a small doping (x 0.05), and the Curie temperature is considerably high. Forasmuch as the effective exchange at a small electron concentration n is reduced, the fact of the existence of a saturated magnetic moment may be interpreted based on the "translational" mechanism. Although in this paper we analyse only the case of ground state, our calculation of the Curie temperature (in the case of rectangular DOS) at a small electron concentration (n < 0.3) is in good agreement with experimental results of Jarett et al. [49] . Moreover, the concentration dependence of the difference between the energies of paramagnetic and ferromagnetic states (see figure 7) has a peak near the band-fillings n = 0.7 − 0.8 (this fact indicates that a similar maximum takes place in the concentration dependence of the Curie temperature). At the same time, the magnetization increases linearly (see figure 8 ). This result qualitatively describes the experimentally observed behavior of the concentration dependence of Curie temperature for the above mentioned metallic ferromagnets. A more detailed study of the non-zero temperature properties of the models and the comparison of the results with the experimentally observed ones will be presented elsewhere.
